Editors Needed for JGR: Oceans

JGR: Oceans is expanding and diversifying its editorial board! The journal is searching for editors with backgrounds to complement the expertise covered by existing Editorial Board members. Desired areas of expertise may include marine geochemistry and biogeochemistry, in situ and remotely-sensed oceanographic observations, submesoscale phenomena, and turbulence. Under-represented minorities are particularly encouraged; as an organization that serves a large, global community of Earth and space scientists, AGU is committed to promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Journal editors manage the peer-review process, assess the quality and novelty of the science presented, and identify or solicit thought-provoking papers. Editors make decisions on the submissions based on their own reading, reviews, and associate editor recommendations. Editorships are appointed by the journal’s editor in chief for four-year terms and include a small honorarium. AGU does not expect institutions to assume additional costs because a faculty or staff member takes on an AGU editorship. Editorial support is provided at AGU headquarters. The positions will begin as soon as possible and serve a 4-year term.

The Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans embraces the application of physics, chemistry, biology, and geology to the study of the oceans and their interaction with other components of the Earth system. Deepening the integrated knowledge of the sea utilizes new observational, analytical, computational and modeling capabilities to build upon established approaches in all areas of marine science.

If you would like to be considered for an Editor or Associate Editor position of JGR: Oceans, please send your curriculum vitae with a letter of interest describing how your interdisciplinary expertise complements that of existing Editors via email to pubmatters@agu.org. In your letter of interest, please highlight experience you have had publishing, reviewing and editing with JGR: Oceans or other similar journals. Please make sure that you specify JGR: Oceans in the subject line of the email.

Deadline for applications is 28 February 2021.

For additional information, visit “Be an editor” tab on agu.org/Publish-with-AGU/Publish.